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Next: · Little Krishna Janm Animation · Putana (Bachcho
Zara Door Door Rahena Re) [Full HD. Chernobyl] Sci-Fi-
Cinema-Entertainment (2019) USA | SATRip / WEB-DL
720p / WATCH Title: Little Krish... Original Title: Little
Kirish [Crime/Fantasy] Release year: 2019 Genre:
detective / thriller / fantasy Director: Alexander Baranenko
/ Alexander Baranenko Cast: Alexander Chutko, Georgy
Alehno, Leonid Vinogradov, Sergey Komarov, Grigory
Ovchinnikov A touching comedy about how a young
"workaholic" policeman fell in love with an inaccessible
beauty from high society. He may not have another chance,
because she agreed to give a chance. ... "Little Krishna" is
the first film from the trilogy by Alexander Baranenok,
director of the films "The Listener", "Five Centimeters Per
Second" and "Liquid Sky". The plot of the film "Little
Krishna" (2018) is based on the novel of the same name by
the Moscow science fiction writer Alexander Prozorov.
The author's text is easy to read. The fictional world in
which the incident took place is divided into two parallel
worlds. On one live "ordinary", "normal" people, on the
other - "dedicated", "unique people" - avatars (people with
superpowers). They don't have a "normal" life, they can't
use normal abilities. Otherwise, they turn into "freaks",
"larvae" (avatars) of the "otherworldly" world. For the time
being, the "heroes" are unaware of each other's existence.
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But one day, the unusual abilities possessed by the main
character of the film caused a whole chain of events that
led to the death of the girl and the transformation of
"normal" people into "messengers of another world." The
name of the painting â€œLittle Brotherâ€� refers to the
parable of a brother and sister who were separated by fate:
one of the brothers became a victim of torment that befell
the other. The events of the film take place in the near
future. One of the most important attributes of modern
society is the freedom of choice of the individual. Thanks
to this
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